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PREFACE
The Community Pesticide Action Kit or CPAK has been prepared to help rural communities in Asia think about the problems that pesticides cause. It also encourages
them to act collectively to address some of the issues. CPAK is produced by an
ASEAN team of citizens’ groups and peoples organisations:Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Pesticide Action Network Asia and the Pacific, Malaysia
Gita Pertiwi, Indonesia
Pesticide Action Network, Philippines
Tenaganita, Malaysia

Ten modules will address various aspects of concern:
Warning! Pesticides are a danger to your health
Pesticides Destroy our World
Women and Pesticides
Drop Pesticides: An introduction to Sustainable Agriculture
Profiting from Poison: The Pesticides Industry
Keeping watch: Pesticides Laws
How to say NO! to Pesticides: Community Organising
Breaking the Silence: Pesticides in Plantations
Seeking out the Poisons: A guide to Community Monitoring
The modules are not complete in themselves. Many additional materials in local
languages will be needed. You may wish to supplement the modules with:
Cartoons
Drama
Games
Pictures
Posters

Puppets
Radio scripts
Slides
Stickers
Videos

Check around to find suitable materials. Many of these can actually be made by the
community. You may always contact Pesticide Action Network Asia and the Pacific
(PAN AP) for guidance.
PAN AP would be very happy to receive any feedback on the kit and how you have
used it. Lets work together to rid the world of toxic pesticides.
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TURNING FARMERS INTO SLAVES

The Pesticide Treadmill
In 1997 a grave human tragedy took place in India in the states of
Andhra Pradesh, Mahrashtra, Karnataka, Punjab and Hayana. Within
a few months, more than 500 cotton farmers from these states committed suicide, unable to go on living with the humiliation of debt. They
were victims of a pesticide treadmill
In order to prevent attacks from pests, the cotton farmers were encouraged to spray highly toxic pesticides. The pests targeted by the
pesticides quickly developed resistance and the farmers had to use
higher and higher doses. The pesticides also killed off the natural predators of cotton pests, which protect the cotton and prevent serious pest
outbreaks. The cotton farmers were put in a very vulnerable position,
completely dependent on pesticides. By the end, the farmers were
spending more money on pesticides than they were earning from the
sale of their crops. Farmers were told that they would get rich growing
cotton. Instead, only the pesticide industry profited.
Caught in the pesticide treadmill, and faced with a mountain of debt,
the cotton farmers of India decided to turn the highly toxic pesticides
on themselves. They swallowed the pesticides and died.
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The Food System
The Pesticides Industry makes its billions of dollars from a particular type of food system. Businessmen from the big pesticide companies say that the proper food system is a “free-market”
system. They claim that in a free-market system, the “market” determines what seeds are
planted, which crops are grown, how much pesticides are sprayed, how much pesticides cost,
and how much farmers make from the crops they sell. They describe the market as if it was an
“invisible hand” guiding the economy.
Of course, in reality, the “market” cannot be an invisible hand. The “market” has to be made up
of people. But who are these people?
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The Pesticides Market
The pesticides market refers to all of those people that buy pesticides. Most pesticides are used
with farming, so most of the people who buy pesticides are those who run farms. Therefore, the
market is a mix of people.
·

Some of those who run farms live in cities and own large plantations where workers are hired
to spray pesticides. These workers have no say about which pesticides are used and how
they are used.

·

Others who farm the land themselves have more control over the pesticides they use, but
even then their control is limited.
Ø They are often encouraged by government agencies, banks, or company representatives to use pesticides without full knowledge of the possible ill effects.
Ø Sometimes governments use subsidies to lower the price of pesticides. This makes the
pesticide more affordable to small farmers, but makes them dependent on government
support that is not reliable.
Ø Frenquently companies give out free pesticides as promotion or mislead farmers with
false information about pesticides.
Ø Farmers are encouraged to use hybrid seeds, but are not told that the seeds require
increasing amounts of chemical inputs, like pesticides, year after year. If farmers lose
access to traditional crop varieties, they also lose the ability to farm without pesticides.
Ø Farmers often grow crops under contract with a food company. Under the terms of the
contract, the farmers must use and purchase the seeds and pesticides that the food
company supplies.

Once farmers begin to use pesticides it is very difficult to stop using them.

Action:
1

Who did you think earns money from pesticide sales?
List all of the actors involved in the local pesticide market (government, media, food
companies, sales agents, landlord, farmers, etc.).
From this list, find which people have more power in deciding pesticide sales?

2 What are the different reasons that people have for purchasing or not purchasing
pesticides?
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The True Cost of Pesticides
Pesticide companies claim that the prices of pesticides are always determined by demand. They
say that if a pesticide is of high quality and very effective, people will pay more for it, and the price
will rise. As we have seen on page 3, demand for pesticides is influenced by many factors
beyond the product’s quality. In addition, different people have different perceptions of a product’s quality: a plantation owner may not be as concerned with the safety of a pesticide as a
plantation worker.
When looking at the total cost of a pesticide we must not only look at what it costs to buy it, but
also the following:
§ health costs to farmers and the community;
§ the harm to the environment, the fish, and other wildlife; and
§ the harm to the water, soil and the overall sustainability of the farm.
§ government monitoring of health and environmental problems (paid with public money).

Action:
Consider the price of a pesticide commonly used in your community. Try to calculate
the true cost of the pesticide, including, in addition to the cost of buying it, all the health
costs, environmental costs, and long-term costs to farm income.
Is the pesticide worth the true cost?
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What is the Pesticides Industry?
The Pesticides Industry is the group of companies that produces and/or sells pesticides. Some
of them are giant companies with headquarters in the North. Some are local companies with
smaller operations. The largest pesticide companies are very wealthy and very powerful. The
top 10 pesticide companies control 85% of all pesticide sales in the world.
The big pesticide companies are transnational corporations (TNCs). TNCs are giant companies that have business interests and investments around the world. Some have more wealth
than whole countries.
The first concern of TNCs is always to make as much money or profits as possible.

World wide pesticide sales
15% all other pesticides
companies

85% Top 10
pesticides TNCs

The Pesticide TNC AstraZeneca, which makes the herbicide Gramaxone
(paraquat), is worth over US$70 billion. This is more than the gross
national product (GNP) of more than 90 countries in the world!
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There are many reasons why TNCs operate in several countries. For example:
- to increase their sales world wide;
- to avoid regulations and laws in their own countries;
- to exploit cheap and unorganised labour;
- to exploit natural resources;
- to avoid taxes; or
- to make it more difficult for people to hold them accountable for their actions in any one
country.
The largest Pesticide TNCs all have their headquarters in industrial countries. These are their
home countries. For example, Monsanto is an American company and Novartis is Swiss.
Pesticide TNC

Location of Headquarters

Monsanto
Novartis
Aventis
DuPont
AstraZeneca
Bayer
DowElanco
Sumitomo
BASF

USA
Switzerland
France/Germany
USA
Britain/Sweden
Germany
USA
Japan
Germany

These large TNCs may have their headquarters in one country, but they have business operations all over the world.
Aventis has offices in China, Indonesia, India, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan,
Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam
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Dependence not Freedom
The “free” market, food system that Pesticide TNCs profit from is more about dependence than
freedom. To increase its wealth the aim of the Pesticides Industry is to have complete control of
food from the seed to our stomachs. Let’s look at some of the ways that the big Pesticide TNCs
control the food system.

The Seed
The seed is the most basic part of food production. TNCs know that if you control the seed you
can control the entire food system. The biggest Pesticide TNCs are also the biggest Seed
Companies in the world.

Only five seed companies control 75% of the world’s vegetable seed market.
These companies are only interested in hybrid seeds. Hybrid seeds are created by crossbreeding varieties of a particular crop. The big Pesticide TNCs claim that hybrid seeds produce
higher yields and better crops. Sometimes hybrid seeds do produce high yields, but they also
require lots of chemical inputs like fertilisers and pesticides. Farming with hybrid seeds is always
more expensive than farming with traditional varieties.
The major difference between hybrid seeds and non-hybrid seeds is that the seeds produced
from hybrid crops are inferior to the original hybrid seeds. Hybrid seeds do not breed true - that
is, the plants from the seeds will not be uniform and have the same qualities as the parent plant.
Hybrid seeds force farmers to buy new seeds from the companies every year.
Farmers cannot save the seeds from crops grown with hybrid seeds.

World wide sales of vegetable seeds
All others 25%

Top 5 vegetable seed
companies 75%
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Terminators
The US Department of a agriculture and an American seed company, which Monsanto is in the
process of buying, has developed a technology that destroys a seed’s natural ability to regenerate. Regeneration is the natural life cycle of a crop: seeds grow into plants that produce seeds
that grow into plants, and so on. In other words, the technology will prevent farmers from saving
seeds from all crops grown with the company’s seeds. This technology is now widely known as
the “Terminator Technology”. Only seed companies can benefit from the Terminator Technology.
Its sole purpose is to force farmers to buy seeds from the company year after year. It does not
contribute to the yield, growth, disease resistance or to any other potentially beneficial characteristic of a crop. The Terminator could also have a disasterous impact if the gene were to spread
to other plants, as these plants might lose their ability to reproduce.
Monsanto is not the only company with a “Terminator Technology”. All of the biggest pesticide
and seed companies have various forms of a Terminator Technology under development.

In October 1999, Monsanto announced that it will not commercialise the Terminator Technology.
The actions and pressure of farmers and citizens groups and people’s organisation against
Terminator Technology forced the company to back down!
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Genetically Engineered (GE) Crops
The biggest TNCs in the Pesticides Industry are now calling themselves “Life Science” companies. They say they are “Life Science” companies because a lot of their business involves work
with biotechnology.
Biotechnology is the manipulation of life (plants, animals, bacteria) to meet specific objectives.
Biotechnology now involves genetic engineering.
Genetic engineering is the manipulation of genes in plants, seeds, bacteria, or animals. Genes
are tiny components of cells, and they determine the characteristics of every organism. There
are genes that determine the colour of our skin and there are genes that determine how tall
plants can grow. Genetic engineering takes genes from one organism and injects them into
another. In other words it forces one organism to develop the characteristics of a different
organism.
For example, tomatoes are sensitive to ice cold weather or frost. Frost shortens their growing
season and some companies are trying to genetically engineer tomatoes so that they can resist
the frost. Flounder fish, on the other hand, live in northern waters and can survive in ice cold
water. Scientists have identified the gene in flounder that enables it to resist the cold. These
scientists have tried to use genetic engineering to insert this “anti-freeze” gene into a tomato to
extend the growing season. Under natural circumstances these two life forms would never
come together to form a new tomato.
It is important to remember that genetic engineering creates crops and organisms that could not
possibly develop in the natural world.

A “GE animal” used by groups in Britain in their campaign against GE. (The
Ecologist, Vol. 26, No. 5)
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Life Science companies realise that genetic engineering can increase the sales of pesticides,
drugs (pharmaceuticals), and seeds. It is not a coincidence that the biggest Life Science TNCs
in the world are also the biggest Pesticide TNCs, Seed TNCs, and Pharmaceutical TNCs.
The World’s Biggest
Pesticide TNCs
(Rank and 1998
Pesticide Sales)

1. Aventis
(Rhone-Poulenc,
Hoechst-AgrEvo)
$4,554,000,000

Rank

Rank

Total Sales

World’s Biggest Seed TNCs World’s Biggest Pharmaceu(Rank and 1998 Seed Sales) tical TNCs (Rank and 1998
Pharmaceutical Sales)

4
(Estimated rank)
No figure available

1
($13,750,000,000)

$20,000,000,000

2. Novartis
(Ciba-Geigy, Sandoz)
$4,199,000,000

3
($928,000,000)

4
($10,943,000,000)

$21,861,000,000

3. Monsanto
$3,126,000,000

2
($1,800,000,000)

?
($2,894,000,000)

$8,648,000,000

4.AstraZeneca
(Astra, Zeneca)
$2,674,000,000

5
($495,000,000)

5
($10,000,000,000)

$17,200,000,000
(Zeneca only)

5. DuPont
(Pioneer)
$2,518,000,000

1
($1,800,000,000 +)

?
($1,100,000,000)

$24,800,000,000
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Herbicide Tolerant Crops
While millions of dollars are spent researching and developing genetically engineered crops, the
dominant characteristic of over 75% of the genetically engineered (GE) crops that have been
planted so far is herbicide tolerance. Herbicide tolerant crops are genetically engineered so
that farmers can use that particular pesticide without damaging the crop.
For example, Monsanto sells Roundup Ready Soya Beans; they can tolerate Monsanto’s herbicide Roundup (glyphosate). These crops can be sprayed with Roundup and will not die, although anything else growing in the field will die. Studies have shown that the use of Roundup
Ready Soya Beans encourages the use of more Roundup on the crops and thereby increases
the glyphosate residue levels on the soya beans. Monsanto also sells Roundup Ready Corn and
Canola, and will be introducing Roundup Ready Rice in the near future.
Another problem with herbicide tolerant crop is that they encourage the use of a very small
number of herbicides. The crops are only being genetically engineered for tolerance to 3 or 4 of
the biggest selling herbicides. As more and more of these crops are planted, more and more of
these big selling herbicides will be sprayed. It will not take long for weeds to develop resistance
to the herbicides. Weeds can also develop resistance to the herbicides by cross-polinating with
the herbicide tolerant crops. Either way, the herbicide tolerant crops can create “super weeds”
resistant to herbicides. Farmers will have to use heavier and heavier doses of herbicides to kill
them.

The Big Pesticide TNCs are now trying to genetically engineer crops that will not even grow
properly unless they are sprayed with the company’s pesticide!

Total area in the world planted with GE crops (by trait), 1997
Other 1%

Insect
Resistance
22%

Herbicide Tolerance 77%
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Farmers Resist Bt Crops in Thailand!
In August and September 1999, farmers in Thailand monitored fields that they suspected were
being planted with genetically engineered cotton. The farmers collected samples of the seeds
and took them to a local university where they were tested. The tests confirmed that the cotton
was genetically engineered Bt cotton produced by Monsanto. Bt cotton is not permitted for
planting in Thailand and Monsanto’s release of its genetically engineered cotton violates Thailand’s laws, farmers’ rights, and the health of the natural environment of Thailand. The Thai
groups expressed their anger in an open letter:

“We call for legal action against the Monsanto Corporation for posing severe long-term threats to
the natural environment and farming ecosystems by the Bt cotton crop. The network of farmers’
groups in Thailand will join hands in an international alliance with farmers and non-governmental
organisations all over the world to fight against the imposing of GM crops by agribusiness TNCs.”
(Letter signed by Biothai, Altenative Agriculture Network, Foundation for Consumers, GreenNet,
Foundation for Thai Holistic Health)
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Bt Crops
Bacillus thuringiensis, commonly called Bt, is a bacterium that lives in the soil. The Bt bacterium
produces a toxin that kills insects. Many farmers spray the Bt bacteria on their crops as a natural
pesticide.
Bt crops are genetically engineered with genes from Bt. These genetically engineered crops can
produce their own Bt toxin. When an insect, such as the yellow stem borer, bites the plant it will
die. Bt corn and cotton crops are already being sold and Bt rice is now being field-tested.
Some of the serious problems that Bt crops pose include:
1. GE crops lead to “genetic pollution”. Some studies show that pollen from GE crops can drift
as far as five kilometers. GE crops can cross-pollinate with wild or nearby relatives and pass
on their GE characteristics to these varieties. If it spreads beyond the farm, it will make many
plants develop the Bt toxin which could seriously upset the natural balance of the surrounding environment.
2. Natural Bt, when sprayed as a pesticide, targets specific pests. Bt crops, however, can kill
non-target beneficial insects like butterflies and bees.
3. The biggest problem is that the widespread planting of Bt crops will cause the target pests to
rapidly develop resistance to Bt. This will make natural Bt ineffective. Farmers that once
used natural Bt will be forced to use chemical pesticides or seeds genetically engineered
with new toxins. The Pesticide TNCs claim that Bt crops will reduce the use of insecticides.
In reality, Bt crops will create more dependence on chemical pesticides and the pesticide
TNCs.

Every big pesticide TNC is developing GE crops with different toxins to be ready for the time
when widespread resistance to Bt occurs. The new solutions, however, will be just as vulnerable
to resistance.
The Industry profits from the pesticide treadmill. Now it intends to create a gene treadmill!
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Health Implications of GE Crops
Genetic engineering can move genes from one organism to another. A gene can be cut precisely from the cell of an organism, but the genetic engineer has no idea where (or even if) the
gene will be properly inserted in the cells of the receiving organism, neither are they aware of the
possible effects. According to one prominent gene scientist:
“Think of [someone] shooting an arrow at a target. Now put a blindfold on the man doing the
shooting and that’s the reality of the genetic engineer doing a gene insertion.”
The new gene that was inserted may have unintended effects. Genetic engineering uses viruses to transfer genes from one species to another. This method can lead to the development
of new, hazardous viruses.
GE foods are inherently hazardous commodities:
Ø Many people have adverse or allergic reactions to certain foods. It is possible for the allergic
part of one food to be transferred to another food. For example, soya beans were genetically engineered with a gene from a Brazil nut. People allergic to Brazil nuts were also
allergic to these soya beans. Unless it is possible to keep track of where the GE soya beans
are sold and where they are used, there is no way of knowing the danger.
Ø GE crops carry genes from viruses that can make many life-saving antibiotics useless.
Ø GE crops are engineered for herbicide tolerance and end up laced with high levels of herbicide. These residues may disrupt the functioning of our endocrine system, which regulates
our growth and development. They may cause, directly or indirectly, many diseases including
cancer and they may also destroy our immune systems that protect us from disease.
There are many other adverse health and environmental effects that may happen with the increasing number and amount of GE crops, animals, and food products getting into the market.
The potential for disaster should not be taken lightly.
Transnational corporations claim that genetic engineering and GE products are “safe”.
This claim is false, dishonest, and grossly unscientific.
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Farmers take action against GE in India
Consider how other groups of peasants, consumers, and activists are taking action:
In India, Monsanto and the state government of Karnataka carried out experiments in farmers’ fields (field trials) of GE crops without the knowledge of the majority of farmers.
In November 1998, the Karnataka State Farmers Association (KRRS) of India issued a deadline
to the State Government and Monsanto to disclose the places where field trials of GE crops
were taking place. The farmers’ group issued an ultimatum to the company: “Monsanto will
have to leave the country within a week. Otherwise we will be forced to throw them out.”
After one week the KRRS circulated the following letter: “Monsanto’s field trials in Karnataka
will be reduced to ashes, starting on Saturday. ...KRRS activists have already contacted the
owners of these fields, to explain to them the actions that will be taken, and for what reasons,
and to let them know that the KRRS will cover any losses they will suffer. On Saturday the
28th of November, at midday, thousands of farmers will occupy and burn down the three
fields in front of the cameras, in an open, announced action of civil disobedience.”
Two days later they released another statement: “Today the farmers of Karnataka will reduce to ashes one of the illegal field trials that the criminal organisation Monsanto is carrying
out in the country. This action will mark the beginning of a campaign of civil disobedience
called Operation ‘Cremate Monsanto’, which will soon be continued in Karnataka and other
Indian states.
Later that afternoon they released a final statement: “The direct action campaign of Indian
farmers Operation ‘Cremate Monsanto’ started today at 13:30 in the village of Maladagudda,
about 400km North of Bangalore. Mr. Basanna, owner of the field where an illegal genetic
experiment was being conducted without his knowledge, and Prof. Nanjundaswamy, president of KRRS (a Gandhian movement of 10 million farmers in the Southern Indian state of
Karnataka), uprooted together the first plant of GE cotton, inviting the rest of the local peasants to do the same. Within a few minutes, all the plants in the field were piled up and ready
to be set on fire.”
The Karnataka farmers invited people all around the world to join in their fight: “We are
making an international call for direct action against Monsanto and the rest of the biotech
gang. This call for action will hopefully inspire all the people who are already doing brilliant
work against biotech, and many others who so far have not been very active on the issue, to
join hands in a quick, effective world-wide effort.” The farmers emphasised, “We are calling
ONLY for non-violent direct actions”.
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Farmers take action against GE in France
In early January 1998, 120 members of Confederation Paysanne, a French peasant farmers’
union, entered a Novartis warehouse in Norac, France, to destroy genetically engineered corn
seeds. They were protesting the decision of the French government to permit the growing of GE
corn. The French farmers urinated on the Novartis grain and, according to the company, damaged 30 tons of grain.
Three farmers faced criminal charges for their protest actions. One of the farmer’s said to the
court: “I knew that by acting in this way I was doing something illegal, but it was necessary, and
we had no other choice . . . Genetically engineered corn is the symbol of a system of agriculture
and a type of society which I refuse to accept. Genetically engineered corn is purely the product
of technology, where the means become the end. Political choices are swept aside by the power
of money . . . Through the action which we undertook and for which we are being judged, we
kicked-off a vast citizen’s movement which refuses the use of genetically engineered products in
food for animals and for humans. These actions will stop when this mad logic comes to a halt.
Yes this action was illegal but I lay claim to it because it was legitimate. I don’t demand clemency, but justice.”

TAKE ACTION!
Are people in your community aware of GE and the potential dangers?
Do you know if field tests for GE crops are taking place in your community?
Do you know if your government has regulations on GE foods?
What actions are required to stop the release of GE crops and foods in your
community?
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TURNING FARMS INTO FACTORIES
Anything produced and sold is a commodity. When a farmer grows rice and sells it to a rice
miller the rice becomes a commodity. A chicken sold in the market is a commodity. Pesticides
are also commodities, because they must be purchased for money. The big Pesticide TNCs
want us to think of farms as factories for commodities, not food. They do not want farmers to
think of growing food for themselves.
Pesticide companies and their agents tempt farmers to buy their seeds and pesticides, with
promises of high yields and lots of money. The farmer then has to sell the crop in order to pay for
inputs like seeds, fertilisers, and pesticides. This creates dependency. Often a small farmer will
not make enough money from the sale of the crops in order to cover the costs of the inputs. The
farmer goes into debt and is forced off the land.
There is a very serious problem for farmers that plant commodity crops:

The price for crop commodities keeps falling while the cost of seeds, chemical pesticides
and fertilisers, and other inputs keeps rising.
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Monopoly Control of the Food System
While the amount of trade in the world has increased tremendously, the number of companies
involved has shrunk. Less than five companies control over 90 percent of the global trade for
corn, wheat, coffee, cotton, tea, pineapples, and other major crops. These companies make lots
of money from trade and trade increases when commodity prices are kept low.
Despite low commodity prices, farmers are encouraged to grow commodity crops for export.
They are told that by growing certain crops they can make more money. Banks will give farmers
loans only if they plan to grow commodity crops for export and to use hybrid seed, chemicals,
and fancy machinery. This makes the farmers very vulnerable.
Ø If the price of the commodities falls, farmers will be unable to pay their debts and will lose
their farms.
Ø If crop disease strikes, the damage will be severe because the farm is dominated by one
crop.
Ø Farmers that grow commodity crops for export do not grow food to meet their families’ needs.
If the money they receive from the sale of their crops is not enough, the family will go hungry.
Farmers all over the world have been encouraged and persuaded to grow commodity crops, like
corn and cotton. A large part of the harvest of these crops is exported for the production of
animal feed. Farmers end up growing crops to feed animals in place of crops to feed people,
including themselves!
The big Pesticide TNCs have very close friends in the food industry. Both want farms to produce
commodity crops for export. Cargill is one of the biggest companies in the food and animal feed
industry. It controls 60% of the global trade of cereals! When a crop is exported, chances are
Cargill will squeeze some money out of the deal.

Monsanto and Cargill join forces
In 1999, Monsanto and Cargill agreed to form a joint venture called Renessen. Renessen will
produce seeds genetically engineered especially for food processing and animal feed. Cargill
says it will sell the seeds to farmers with a contract to buy the crops when they are grown.
Think about what this could mean!
Ø What if Cargill decides that it will not buy crops from farmers that do not grow Cargill and
Monsanto’s seeds?
Ø Given that Cargill controls so much of the food and animal feed industry, who will farmers sell
their crops to?
Ø Will farmers have a choice not to use Cargill’s seeds?
Ø What if these seeds contain the Terminator Technology?
Ø Who will set the price of the seeds and the crops?
Can individual farmers hope to negotiate a fair price for their crops when they are dealing with
companies that make as much money as their entire country?
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Action:
The only way to avoid the trap that the big Pesticide Companies have set is to avoid the
dependent and commodified food system that they promote. We must encourage selfreliant local food systems and economies.
Consider the food system in your community:
What are the factors that push farmers to grow for distant markets?
Do farmers own their own lands?
Does most of their harvest go to pay rent for the land?
Are most of the farms plantations owned by outsiders?
Who is in control?
These questions should help you to understand the vital links between the pesticide industry, the food system, and the social structure of your community.
Construct a diagram of a self-reliant, local food system for your community or area.
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US Company Patents “Basmati”
In September 1997, an American seed breeding company called RiceTec was
issued a patent for “Basmati rice lines and grains”. The company claims that its
patent is for its own variety of Basmati, which it claims to have invented. The
patent has deeply infuriated rice farmers in India and Pakistan, from where Basmati
originates. Basmati is a variety of rice that has been cultivated and developed for
centuries by farmers in South Asia. For them, Basmati is Basmati, whose qualities derive from the soil, the climate and the culture that produce it. RiceTec’s
patent is a misuse of a people’s heritage.
The company is also marketing another proprietary rice called Jasmati. Jasmati
has nothing to do with Jasmine or Basmati rice, except for its name. RiceTec
deceives the public in advertising for a rice that appears to be a cross between
Basmati and Jasmine, two varieties of rice that belong to the farmers of South
and Southeast Asia.
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DuPont Steals from the Knowledge of Indian Farmers
In September 1999, several villages in India sent notices to DuPont’s seed company, Pioneer Hi-Bred. The notices read:

NOTICE SERVED TO BIOPIRATES
Dear Sir,
Your corporation has pirated centuries of our indigenous knowledge and inventions by falsely
claiming our collective, cumulative knowledge of Mustard to be your invention in Patents
Numbers US 5638637, US 5625130, and US 5470359.
These patents are illegal, unethical, and immoral.
These patents violate our ethical fabric since they treat the gifts from our venerated plants
and our ancient knowledge systems as your creation and invention and hence your property.
Our plants are sacred to us. Our plants are members of our extended Earth family, Vasudhaiva
Kutumbkam. Your patent is therefore unethical and immoral.
Your patent is also illegal and unjust because you have pirated and stolen our indigenous
knowledge and claimed it as your invention.
Our Jaiv Panchayat, the local community structure, is the highest competent authority in
matters related to the utilisation of biodiversity, including dispute settlements arising from
misuse and abuse of our knowledge systems and resources. Our Jaiv Maha Panchayat
herewith gives you notice of the cancellation of the patent Numbers US 5638637, US 5625130,
and US 5470359 based on the piracy of our indigenous knowledge.
We also serve notice on you to present yourself before our Panchayat to apologise to all the
Indian people and seek forgiveness for your act of piracy and theft.
Your failure to appear before our community will force us to launch a campaign to boycott all
products of your company.
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Knowledge
We usually think of knowledge as experience. We think of knowledge as something that we
learn from trial and error or from the wisdom of others. The knowledge of farmers is something
that is the product of generations of experience and hard work. Farmers have intimate knowledge about the seeds for their crops, the weather in their region, the soil of their fields, the
wildlife and insects that share the environment and many other things that relate to their farms.
The big Pesticide TNCs think of knowledge as a commodity that can be bought and sold. They
think that knowledge is something that only scientists in white lab coats can have. For these
TNCs knowledge is a way to make money. They tightly and greedily guard any knowledge they
gather and refuse to share it unless people pay lots of money. But when it comes to the knowledge of others, the same TNCs happily take it without giving fair compensation.
Patent laws were developed to give inventors a reward for their inventions. Patents are a form of
intellectual property rights, which werre created for inventions. Now they are being used to
patent plants and animals that have been altered by genetic engineering. Today, TNCs are
seeking patents on genes from all kinds of life forms, also called genetic resources, even if
they have not really invented them. They are particularly interested in genetic resources from
developing countries, where there is so much diversity.
When TNCs search for genetic resources in developing countries, it is called “bioprospecting”. It
can lead to biopiracy, since many plants and animals and the knowledge about their uses are
taken without the knowledge or permission of farmers, villagers, indigenous communities, or
others in the area. Companies derive products from these genetic resources and make profits
without giving any recognition to the original owners of the wealth. Most of the Big Pesticide
Companies conduct their biopiracy through universities, government agencies, smaller companies, or non-profit organisations.
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TRIPs
Right now your government is involved in discussions over an agreement called the Trade
Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs), which was signed in 1994. TRIPs is part of the
international trade agreements under the World Trade Organisation (WTO). The TRIPs agreement makes it compulsory for all member countries of the WTO to extend intellectual property
rights (patents) to plant varieties. In other words TRIPs will force countries that do not permit
patents on plants and living organisms to change their laws. This does not mean that TRIPs will
recognise or reward farmers as “inventors” or “innovators”. Instead, TRIPs classifies the seeds
produced by farmers as a universal common heritage, freely available to all, particularly TNCs.
On the other hand, TRIPs classifies seeds supposedly “invented” by TNCs as their property.
TRIPs will impose restrictions on the use of seeds and prevent the free movement of seeds
among farmers that has taken place since farming began.
The ownership of seeds violates the working of the natural world.

Farmer sued for saving seeds
Monsanto recently sued a farmer in Canada for planting genetically engineered seeds that he
did not purchase from the company. Monsanto collected samples from his farm and found that
his crop was tolerant to the herbicide Roundup. The company concluded that he must have
planted Monsanto’s Roundup Ready seeds.
The farmer was very surprised when he received the notice to appear in court. He denied that
he had planted Monsanto’s seeds or any other genetically engineered seeds.
In fact, the farmer was telling the truth. It was not him, but a neighbouring farmer who had
planted Monsanto’s Roundup Ready seeds. The neighbouring GE crop cross-pollinated with
the farmer’s crop. When the farmer planted the seeds from his crop the following year, they too
had developed tolerance to Roundup, just like his neighbour’s Roundup Ready crop. The farmer
was not only angry about being accused of stealing seed, but also angry about Monsanto’s
crops polluting his own seeds.
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Action:
Make a list of all of the important indigenous crops in your area. Have outsiders
come to collect samples of crops or plants in your area? Beware of bioprospectors!
To find out if any company has applied for a patent on indigenous crops in your
area or to report an incidence of bioprospecting, contact your local organisation or
any of the following groups:
SEARICE
83 Madasalin St., Sikatune Village,
Diliman, Quezon City
PHILIPPINES
Tel/Fax: (63-2) 921-7453
E-mail: searice@philonline.com.ph
BIOTHAI
87/11 PingAmPorn, Pattaranives, Samakkee Rd.,
Muang, Nonthaburi, THAILAND
Tel: (66-2) 952 79 53
Fax: (66-2) 952 73 71
E-mail: biothai@wnet.net.th
PAN Indonesia
Jl. Persada Raya #1, Menteng Dalam,
Jakarta 10210 INDONESIA
Tel/Fax: (62-21) 829 65 45
E-mail: biotani@rad.net.id
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FORUM on Biotechnology and Food Security
1241, Sector 37, Noida – 201 303,
Near New Delhi, INDIA
Tel: 91-11-8572792
Fax: 91-11-8572792
UBINIG
5/3 Barabo Mahanpur, Rhine Rd., Shaymoli
Dhaka 1207, BANGLADESH
Tel: (880) 2- 816420
Fax: (880) 2-813065
E-mail: ubinig@citechco.net
PAN AP
P.O. Box 1170
10850 Penang, MALAYSIA
Tel: 60-4-6570271
Fax: 60-4-6577445
Email: panap@panap.po.my

THE POWER BEHIND THE PROFITS

Monocrotophos is one of the most deadly pesticides in the world and it has been
banned or severely restricted in many countries. Novartis is the world’s biggest
producer of monocrotophos, even though the pesticide is banned in Novartis’ home
country, Switzerland.
In 1993, it was reported that 80 percent of the monocrotophos imported into Ecuador (a country in Latin America) was produced at Novartis’ factory in Switzerland.
According to one doctor in Ecuador, “monocrotophos has been the main agent of
death and disease in a large number of poisoning cases”. On average, one Ecuadorian farm worker is poisoned by monocrotophos every day.
In 1996, Novartis announced that it would phase-out production of monocrotophos
that same year it opened a new pesticide factory in China capable of producing 5
million kg of monocrotophos a year!
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THE CONTROL OF INFORMATION
Pesticide TNCs profit from poisons. The pesticides that they sell and that they make millions of
dollars from have caused death, disease, environmental destruction and numerous other disasters through use in the fields or from their production in factories. Of course, no company has
ever admitted this and, in fact, they have used any method possible to cover up this nasty side of
the business and to avoid the responsibility that such damage entails.
a) The Pesticides Industry uses misleading tactics to promote the use of pesticides.
With the European and North American markets reaching its limits, the Pesticides Industry is
now heavily promoting its products to farmers and governments in the South. Many of their
product promotion tactics even go against the codes of conduct that they have voluntarily accepted. Some of these tactics are based on untrue information; other tactics are outright dangerous.
In 1975, for example, Ciba-Geigy (now Novartis) sprayed chlordimeform on unprotected Egyptian children, in an effort to persuade the Egyptian government to register the pesticide. The
company knew that chlordimeform can cause cancer.

This is an example of what companies would like you to believe.
Source: Advertisement in New Straits Times, Malaysia, 1993.
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Integrated Pest Management (IPM) was originally conceived as a way to farm using as little
chemical insecticide as possible while protecting crops from pests. The Pesticides Industry promotes their own version of IPM, which encourages farmers to use chemical insecticides.
In Vietnam, Zeneca and Aventis introduced insecticides for paddy rice that they claim are compatible with IPM practices. Aventis also claims that its insecticide, Regent (fipronil), increases
rice yields. An independent group conducted a study to assess these claims. The results of the
study contradict the claims made by the companies. It found that the insecticides damaged IPM
efforts by killing beneficial predators and other organisms and it found that the insecticides would
have adverse effects on a farmer’s income. The study also found that yield increases from
Regent were not due to the active ingredient, fipronil, but to micronutrients that were added to
the formulation. The yield increases from Regent can easily be achieved by using an organic
fertiliser instead of the hazardous and expensive insecticide.
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b) The Pesticides Industry knowingly sells products that have not been completely tested
for safety.
A pesticide is usually a mixture of several chemicals, Only 10% of pesticides now on the market
have complete health hazard evaluations. In addition, since these tests are usually done on one
chemical at a time, there is little information on the effects of the mixture, which, sometimes is
more toxic than the chemical by itself.
Pesticide products are a mixture of active ingredients and other chemicals, which are called
formulants or inert ingredients. For example the active ingredient of Gramaxone is paraquat. By
law the active ingredient must be written on the lable. Inerts, on the other hand, do not appear
on the lable. The industry claims these are company secrets. Nearly all health and safety tests
conducted on pesticides are only on the active ingredients. However, inerts can be highly toxic
chemicals or even other pesticides. For instance, isophorone is an inert ingredient in some
Aventis herbicides. Isophorone can cause cancer.
Because many health and environmental effects of pesticides are long-term, the effects of
exposure may not be evident until many years after they are used. When the first studies on
animals show that a pesticide can cause cancer, sterility, or birth defects, corporations will sell
them anyway. They will claim that there is no “conclusive” data that shows the chemicals can
cause these effects on humans.
The same is true for the genetically engineered crops that the Big Pesticide TNCs manufacture.
Genetically engineered crops, as this book has already mentioned, have many potential risks.
Despite the risks to the environment and human health, the Big Pesticides TNCs encourage
farmers to plant these crops. Sometimes the farmers are not even told that the crops are
genetically engineered.

According to one farmer in Karnataka, India, officials of Mahyco Monsanto (an Indian subsidiary
of Monsanto) went to his farm in July 1998 and proposed that he grow, free of cost, a new variety
of cottonseeds, which they claimed would give very good results. The company’s intention was
to carry out an experiment on genetically engineered Bt cotton without his knowledge and consent, risking the future viability not only of his farm, but of his entire community.
The officials went regularly to apply manure and pesticides to the Bt cotton, including heavy
doses of insecticides. Despite the company’s efforts, the plants became infested with bollworm
(the pest that Bt cotton is supposed to control) and other pests like white fly and red-rot. Even
with the heavy use of chemical fertiliser, traces of which still can be observed in the field, the Bt
plants grew miserably, less than half the size of the traditional cotton plants in the adjacent fields.
The officials later signed a written declaration admitting their illegal behaviour.
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c) The Pesticide Industry obstructs public access to information
It is very difficult for members of the public to access the studies that companies undertake on
their products. These studies usually form the basis for government health regulations concerning the pesticide. For this reason, most pesticides are used widely without a thorough, critical
assessment of the possible health and environmental implications.

d) The Pesticides Industry carries out safety training activities that are dangerously biased.
When pesticide poisonings occur, Pesticide Companies will often blame the workers or farmers
for not using the proper safety methods. The companies say that pesticides are safe; they just
have to be applied properly. In order to appease concerns about the dangers of pesticides, the
Pesticide Companies carry out safety training activities. These training activities promote the
interests of the Pesticide Companies:
• they enhance the notion that chemicals are the only effective method of pest control. Alternative methods of pest control are usually ignored.
• they talk about the “safe use of pesticides”. As all pesticides are poisons used to kill, “safe
use” is not possible.
• they sometimes talk about “environmentally friendly” pesticides. Since pesticides are designed to kill a part of the ecosystem, they cannot be “environmentally friendly”.

Glphosate is a herbicide produced by Monsanto. There are still questions about the safety of
glyphosate, especially on the long-term health effects. Even though some studies have shown
some adverse effects, the conclusion reached by most regulators is that glyphosate and
glyphosate-containing products do not pose a risk of causing cancer in humans. Glyphosate is a
common cause of poisoning, especially among farm workers, and one recent study found that
exposure to glyhosate increased the risk of a form of cancer - non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Despite
this, over 247 million pounds of glyphosate was used in 1998. As with all pesticides, most of the
testing for glyphostate was carried out by the manufacturer - in this case, Monsanto . We know
that glyphosate has adverse health impacts, but we are told to wait for conclusive scientific
evidence before we can make a decision to ban it.
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Right to say No:

We have the right to
take precautions against
chemicals that threaten our health
and safety even if science has not yet
established conclusive evidence.
The decision to take action against
a pesticide has to be a value judgement
not a scientific judgement.
The question is what comes first:
profits or people?
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e) The Pesticides Industry does its worst damage on the people of the South.
Even if it accounts for only 20 percent of world-wide pesticide sales, up to 99 percent of all
deaths from pesticide poisonings happen in the South. There are a number of reasons for this:
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Protective clothing is inadequate because it is often too hot to wear the right kind, or because
it is not available to workers. Even when it is available, it does not offer complete protection.
It is still possible to absorb the pesticides through the skin, wrists, neck, and other vulnerable
areas.
Many dangerous pesticides, which have been banned elsewhere, are still used in the South.
Many farm workers know very little about the dangers of pesticides.
Labour laws to protect farm or plantation workers are weak.
Regulatory agencies often lack resources or are unwilling to enforce restrictions and precautionary measures.
Poorer state of health makes workers more sensitive to illnesses caused by pesticides.
Poor sanitation prevents workers from cleaning themselves properly after exposure.
Workers do not have good access to the necessary medical care.

Prior Informed Consent
When the FAO (United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation) International Code of
Conduct for the Distribution and Use of Pesticides was being developed, the industry aggressively spoke against including a clause on Prior Informed Consent. PIC is a way to
make sure that chemicals, which have been banned in one country, will not be exported to
other countries unless the importing governments have been informed and have agreed to
the importation. The Pesticides Industry eventually lost on this point, due mainly to years of
effort by concerned people’s organisations. To this day, however, the corporations continue
to lobby against adding new dangerous chemical poisons to the list where prior informed
consent is required.
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There is also a double standard when it comes to biosafety. Biosafety involves measures to
protect the public and the environment from the effects of genetically engineered crops, foods,
and other sources. Intense public pressure in Northern countries has forced these governments
to put in place some regulations on the sale or testing of genetically engineered crops. The
Pesticide TNCs for the most part, abide by these regulations in the North, but have not adhered
to similar standards when conducting field trials in countries where government regulations do
not exist or are not enforced. There is a serious concern that the Pesticide TNCs will use the
countries of the South as a testing ground for their genetically engineered products.

In August 1998, Greenpeace reported that Monsanto had exported its genetically engineered Bt
potatoes to Georgia (formerly part of the Soviet Union).
According to the report:
“No comprehensive assessments were carried out in Georgia on the environmental, health or
indirect agricultural impacts of these transgenic potatoes. Monsanto did not insist or even recommend that any measures to delay resistance development be taken before the transgenic
seeds were planted. By contrast, in the US, Monsanto has recommended a number of measures to be taken by farmers planting the same transgenic potato seeds. Georgian farmers were
not given any information about the potential negative environmental impacts of these transgenic
crops . . . Monsanto was able to benefit from the lack of state control on genetic engineering and
the lack of knowledge of the risks involved in the deliberate releases of genetically engineered
organisms.”
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f) The Pesticides Industry sells to countries of the South pesticides that have been banned
in other countries.
US customs shipping records from 1994 to 1996 indicate, that at least 338 million pounds of
hazardous pesticides were exported from US ports and that 21 million pounds of this total consisted of pesticides prohibited in the US. Even such alarming figures are much less than the
actual total. From 1992-1996, 2 billion pounds of pesticides were exported from the US with
their specific chemical names omitted from publicly accessible shipping records! Most hazardous pesticides exported from the US are sent to the South.

DBCP
In 1977 a pesticide (nematocide) called DBCP was banned in the US after workers at an Occidental
Chemical DBCP manufacturing plant discovered that many of them had become sterile. 20 years
before the ban, the companies knew that the pesticide could potentially cause sterility.
DBCP was most commonly used on banana plantations in the South to kill microscopic worms that
prevent the export of bananas to the US. Even after DBCP was banned in the US, American pesticide
companies continued to sell the pesticide in other countries. Exports to the Philippines continued
until 1986 and were still being used by banana plantations as late as 1990! Even though the
plantation owners, such as Dole and Standard Fruit, were well aware of the dangers, plantation workers and farmers were not adequately warned, if warned at all, about the dangers of the pesticide. It is
thought that over 20,000 banana plantation workers have become sterile because of exposure to DBCP,
including 7,691 from the Philippines, and many others have contracted cancer or suffer from birth
defects.
In 1993, 12,630 victims of DBCP from across the globe filed a lawsuit against the manufacturers of
DBCP and plantation owners in a court in the US—where the companies are based. Those pesticide
companies involved include Dow, Shell (now owned by American Cyanamid and DuPont), and
Occidental Chemical (now owned by Novartis). In 1996 the case was dismissed with the directive that
the victims have to file cases in their home countries.
The majority of the victims accepted a $45 million out-of-court settlement offered by some of the chemical
companies. However, to this day, the companies have not been convicted of any criminal charges.
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g) Pesticides TNCs take harsh actions against those that raise concerns about the health
implications of pesticides.
TNCs use fear to try and silence their opponents. For example, when there are individuals or
agencies who oppose the sale of dangerous chemicals, the industry does not hesitate to file
lawsuits against them. Hoechst Philippines, which markets Thiodan, slapped a US$814,814 law
suit against health activist Dr. Romeo Quijano, and the Philippine News and Features, for having
supposedly “wilfully, maliciously, and falsely” stated in a newspaper article that Thiodan causes
cancer. What Dr. Quijano had said was that endosulfan “may” cause cancer, which is the accepted academic view. In the Philippines, thankfully, the citizens’ response was strong. A national coalition of non-government organisations joined together against Hoechst. So far, the
company has not dared to appear in court.
A year before Dr. Quijano made his comments, the Fertilizer and Pesticide Authority of the
Philippines severely restricted sales and use of endosulfan. Hoechst took the government department to court over its decision, and the court ordered the government to remove its restrictions on the company’s endosulfan products.
In other instances, the Pesticide TNCs have tried to pressure the media directly. Sometimes
they file lawsuits against journalists that expose or question their products. Sometimes they
threaten newspaper owners and editors with legal action or they threaten to withdraw their advertisements. In one instance, a publishing house refused to publish an edition of a magazine
that was critical of Monsanto, simply because they feared that Monsanto might sue them.

Action:
Make a list of the pesticides sold by the Big Pesticides TNCs in your community.
Send the list to your local contact organisation or PAN AP.
PAN AP has a pesticides database and will send you detailed information about
these pesticides. PAN AP will give you, health and environmental information about
the pesticides and will tell you if the pesticides have been banned or restricted in
other countries.
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THE PESTICIDE ALLIANCE
Pesticide TNCs do not stand alone. There is a vast array of institutions and
policy-makers that support the pesticides industry. Without these players,
the pesticide industry could never survive.
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Industry Pressure Groups
While the Pesticide TNCs claim to be in competition with each other, all of them share a single
objective: to increase global pesticide sales. The Pesticide TNCs recognise this common interest and work together to support it. Much of this work is done through organisations at the
national, regional, and global level. These groups are pressure groups because they aim to
influence policy-makers so that they will make decisions that support the interests of the members of the pressure group.
There is a very long list of pressure groups that represent the pesticides industry:
The biggest pressure groups for the pesticide industry are the Crop Protection Associations.
These Associations represent the interests of the pesticide companies operating within each
country. The Association organises meetings with government officials, research bodies, and
the media to promote the interests of its members.
The Big Pesticide TNCs are also seed companies, and therefore the Seed Associations also
represent them. The biggest pressure group for the seeds industry in Asia is the Asia Pacific
Seed Association.
Another important set of pressure groups for the Big Pesticide TNCs are those supporting genetic engineering. One of the biggest pressure groups for the genetic engineering industry in the
world is the International Service for the Acquisition of Agri-Biotech Applications (ISAAA).
The Pesticides Industry also has Political Action Committees that lobby to influence government decisions. They provide election campaign contributions and other monetary incentives to
government officials.

The Revolving Door: TNCs and Government Officials
Executives with companies often end up working at high-level government positions and highlevel government employees often end up working for the pesticides industry. It is as if there is
a “revolving door” between the pesticides industry and government. The situation is very common in the Northern countries where the pesticide TNCs have their headquarters

For example:
A lawyer for Monsanto was appointed associate commissioner for policy at the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA). During his time with the FDA he authorised the approval of controversial Monsanto products. He then left the FDA for a high-level position with the US
Department of Agriculture. Now, he is back with Monsanto, working as the company’s director of corporate strategy in Washington D.C.
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Food TNCs and Export Production
Giant food TNCs like Dole, Del Monte, Nestle and Cargill get much of their raw materials from
farms in the South. Nearly all of the farms that supply crops to these companies are plantations
or contract farms.

Plantations:
Plantations are large farms that are not owned by the farmers. The farmers or labourers are
hired by the plantation owner and paid a wage. Plantations grow only one crop and this crop is
almost always for export to foreign markets. Plantations use an enormous amount of pesticides,
which are often applied by aerial spraying. Aerial spraying is very dangerous for the workers in
the fields and the surrounding communities and environment.
Sometimes the plantations are owned by foreign food TNCs. For instance, the US company
Dole owns and operates many pineapple plantations in the Philippines. In other cases, local
companies or wealthy families own and operate the plantations and sell the crops to the big food
TNCs or process the crops themselves.
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Contract farming
Sometimes the food TNCs or the local companies will get small farmers to grow the crops for
them. This is usually done by a farmer making an agreement with a food company to grow a
certain crop, usually in a specific way. This is called contract farming or growing. Contract
farming arrangements are becoming more and more common in the South.
In contract farming, the corporation issues a contract that defines the quality and quantity of the
crop, the price the corporation will pay for the crop, and the right of the corporation to reject any
produce that does not conform to its standards.
The corporation is in charge of all aspects of the farm. It supplies the machinery, seeds, fertilisers, and pesticides, which the farmer will have to pay for. TNCs like contract farming because it
saves them from having to invest in land, hire labour, or manage large-scale operations. And,
most importantly, it is the farmer that bears all the risk. The farmer is the one that suffers if the
crop fails and the farmer has to cover all his or her medical expenses if he or she is poisoned
from pesticides.
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Plantations and contract growing arrangements encourage the use of pesticides and benefit the
pesticide TNCs in various ways:
Ø The food TNCs are only concerned about the quality and yield of the crops. They are not
concerned about the long-term environmental or health implications. In a contract growing
arrangement, it is only the farmer that is affected by the health costs and land degradation
caused by the use of pesticides and other chemical inputs.
Ø Plantations and contract growers supply one crop to the food TNCs. Therefore they only
grow one crop in their fields, which is called monocropping. This makes the farms very
susceptible to disease and pest outbreaks. It also prevents the use of pest and disease
management strategies that do not require pesticides. Monocrop farms and plantations use
high levels of pesticides.
Ø The food TNCs only supply their contract farmers with high-yielding variety seeds. Often
these seeds are produced by the big Pesticide TNCs. High-yielding variety seeds are susceptible to pests, disease, and weeds. They depend on high-levels of pesticides and other
chemical inputs.
Ø Plantations can force neighbouring farms into using pesticides or into converting their farms
into similar plantations. Disease-carriers and pests flee to surrounding farmland to escape
from plantations subjected to heavy doses of pesticides. Also, the pesticides used on a
plantation might destroy the different crops on neighbouring farms. For instance, coconut
trees that neighbour banana plantations often suffer from the chemicals sprayed on the
bananas. Neighbouring farmers are forced to use or increase the use of pesticides or convert their farms to similar plantations.

Action:
Discuss the use of chemicals with contract farmers and plantation workers in your community.

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

What pesticides do they use?
What companies produce these pesticides?
Who supplies the pesticides?
How much do the pesticides cost for contract farmers?
What seeds are supplied to the contract growers?
Which companies produce these seeds?
Are they genetically engineered seeds?

How do pesticide companies benefit from contract growing and plantations in your community?
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Local Banks and Global Banks (Asian Development Bank, World Bank,
IMF)
Since they want to get their money back, local banks are biased towards “cash cropping”, the
growing of crops to be sold onto the market. This also favours intensive monocrop farms and
plantations. This type of farming encourages and most often requires extensive pesticide use.
For small farmers, loans are only given on condition that they use hybrid seeds that require
chemical fertilisers and pesticides. The small farmers become locked in a system where all of
their efforts go towards paying off the banks, the seed and chemical merchants, and the landlords. No matter how hard they work, few small farmers are able to avoid bankruptcy once this
cycle begins.
The World Bank and other big international lenders, sush as the Asian Development Bank and
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), also favour bigger farms and intensive monocropping
for export. These banks lend to governments and not directly to farmers. They make loans to
governments on condition that the government encourage exports and allows foreign TNCs to
buy local resources and to sell their imported products freely. These conditions are extremely
damaging to small farmers and rural communities and they lead to an increased use of pesticides.

Local farmers and an NGO conducted a study of a World Bank development project in West
Kalimantan and Riau provinces in Indonesia. They found that, despite the Bank’s own policy to
reduce reliance on pesticides, the project actually increased the use of and dependence on
pesticides. It is also World bank Policy not to finance the use of highly hazardous pesticides.
However, the farmers found that 85% of the pesticides provided through the project belonged to
the three most hazardous classes of pesticides.
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Governments
It is important for Pesticide TNCs to have governments as an ally. The ability of a pesticide
company to profit in a country depends almost entirely on the actions and policies of the country’s government.
Ø Governments are responsible for regulating pesticides and determining how they should be
used. Governments are also responsible for enforcing safety and health regulations. It is a
big problem when governments collaborate with the industry. The Pesticides Industry works
hard to influence governments - many of which have smaller national budgets than the big
companies. The industry provides money to governments to develop manuals on the “safe
use of pesticides”. They sponsor training programs for farmers and government agricultural
extension officers to promote the thinking that pesticides should be used in order to improve
agriculture. In some countries, agricultural extension officers are given commissions if they
promote certain pesticides. If the industry and the agricultural department become “partners”, it is highly unlikely that the industry will be vigorously monitored and national regulations enforced.
Ø Governments have a tremendous influence over the development of agriculture in their countries. The Department of Agriculture will instruct farmers on what they should grow and how
they should grow it. Often, government support and credit are tied to the use of high-yielding
variety seeds that require the use of pesticides. In many cases, the Department of Agriculture will even consult the pesticide industry in the design of its crop protection policies. Farmers
will then be encouraged to use methods actually recommended by the pesticide industry.
Ø A government’s land policy influences the amount of pesticide used. Governments that
encourage large-scale landholding or contract farming indirectly encourage an increased
use of pesticides. The same is true for trade policy. Policies that encourage export-led
agriculture also indirectly encourage the greater use of pesticides.
Ø In many countries, governments contribute directly to increased pesticide use through subsidies on pesticides for farmers. As the price for pesticides continues to rise and the price for
crops continues to fall, governments have responded by reducing the prices on pesticides
through subsidies to farmers. The Pesticide Industry supports these subsidies because they
allow farmers to buy pesticides that are actually not affordable. Although these subsidies are
done with a good intention, they also are a way for governments to avoid the real problems
such as land reform, corporate control of the market, and industrial farming.
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Research Institutions
While the Pesticide TNCs are able to directly influence government agriculture policy, the national and multinational research institutions have the most influence. Some of these are located in universities, while others operate independently or as part of government departments.
The Pesticide TNCs fund the research or give money directly to the researchers of many of
these research institutions. Their contributions influence the kind of research done and ensure
that the outcome promotes the interests of industry.
The most influential research institute in Asia is the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI).
IRRI has helped the pesticide industry to increase its sales in Asia tremendously. IRRI is the
source of today’s widespread use of high-yielding varieties (HYVs) of rice in Asia. HYVs, unlike
traditional varieties, require the use of chemical pesticides in order to thrive. The development
of HYV rice has increased chemical rice farming in Asia.
IRRI has also benefited those Pesticide TNCs that are large seed companies. IRRI has the
world’s largest collection of seeds of rice varieties, which it keeps in vaults. These vaults are
called a gene bank, since the seeds contain the genes or germplasm for these varieties of rice.
The vast majority of the rice germplasm that IRRI has collected comes from small farms in Asia
and Africa. IRRI’s gene bank provides many companies with access to rice varieties that they
otherwise might never have had. In some cases, companies have sought patents on traits that
they have “identified” in these varieties. Such patents violate IRRI’s own policies and regulations.
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NGOs, Micro-Credit, and Development Agencies
Other allies of the pesticide industry can include certain non-governmental organisations (NGOs)
and micro-credit agencies. Pesticide TNCs look to make alliances with NGOs and micro-credit
agencies for two reasons:
-to improve their image, and
-to expand sales by encouraging small traditional farmers to use chemicals.
The industry has also influenced the “development aid” strategies of many rich countries and
even those of the United Nations. They have included pesticides as part of aid packages for
rural and agricultural development. Recipient countries are therefore “taught” to value pesticides highly, and to see these as the only way by which agricultural development can occur. This
can only boost subsequent sales of pesticides. The corporations therefore make profit from
their initial sales to the donor governments, and from the reliance developed in the recipient
countries.

Action:
Are you aware of collaboration between industry and other institutions in
your area? If there is collaboration, inform your local contact organisation!
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The INPACT Project in Thailand
In April 1999, a project outline was drawn-up between the Population and Community Development Association (PDA), Monsanto Company (USA), Monsanto Thailand, the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI)
and the Department of Agriculture (Thailand). The project, entitled Innovative Partnerships for Agricultural Changes in Technology (INPACT), aimed to use a micro-credit system to encourage rice farmers
in the Nang Rong and Lamplaimart Districts in Buri Ram Province, Northeast Thailand, to use Monsantos
pesticides and other technologies.
According to the project, both IRRI and Monsanto would train farmers on how to use their recommended
technologies. The technologies include:
·
land levelling
·
Monsantos conservation tillage technology
·
tractor operation
·
use of herbicides
·
use of seeds with improved quality and traits
·
harvesting and threshing technology
The participating farmers would then work with PDA to teach other farmers to increase the number of
farm households impacted.
The intentions of the project are clear:
1. To develop large-scale extensive and industrial rice farming in Thailand;
2. To introduce the use of Monsantos herbicides in Thai rice farming and increase the sales of its pesticides; and,
3. To improve Monsantos tarnished name through alliances with established development groups.
It was also likely that the project would be used to introduce Monsantos genetically engineered seeds or
its hybrid seeds into Thai rice farming. Monsanto is currently developing rice genetically engineered to be
resistant to its herbicides. It also holds patents on the infamous Terminator Technologywhich makes
seeds sterile and prevents farmers from saving seed from year to year as they have for generations. Such
a technology would be especially damaging to Thai rice farming, given that the high quality of Thai rice is
the result of generations of careful selection and breeding by Thai farmers.
INPACT claims that its goal is to improve the livelihood of the rural community in North East Thailand,
but the outline suggests the opposite. The project is actually designed to reorganise Thai rice farming in
such a way that multinational agribusinesses, such as Monsanto, can make profits. For example, the project
will use Monsantos conservation tillage, described in Monsantos annual report as the practice of substituting the judicious use of herbicides for mechanical tillage. At the same time, the project aims to
mechanise Thai rice farming with tractor operations and threshing technology. In other words, INPACT
will create farms suited to Monsantos technology and its financial interests.
Heres how one reporter from the Bangkok Post described the initial operation of the project:
During the last planting season, the atmosphere in Mr. Sawats village of Ban Fak Khlong was electric.
Oversized tractors ploughed selected fields, showcases of advanced land-levelling technology. There
was talk that next year the vehicles could be operated by laser-guided remote control.
And that was only the tip of the hi-tech iceberg. Buckets of herbicide and fertiliser were given away and,
once in a while, hordes of local and foreign specialists would drop by, either to observe or offer their views
on productivity.
Mechanised farms that are highly dependent on the products of multinational companies will never improve
the livelihood of Thailands rural communities.
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GLOBALISATION AND PESTICIDES
The profits made by the pesticide industry are inseparable from the social and economic processes taking place all over the world. To effectively resist the pesticides industry we have to
understand how our efforts are connected to the broader movement against global monopoly
capital.

Artwork by Artus
“Forawet” Talastas,
Dapayan Ti Kultura Iti
Kordilyera, Philippines
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The Global Food System
A farming family in the Philippines grows yellow corn under contract with the US food company
Cargill. Cargill exports the corn to the US, and processes it into cooking oil and animal feed. The
farming family, unable to grow food for itself, must buy it at a local shop. One food item that they
regularly buy is bread, because it is cheap. The bread is made from wheat grown in the US. Just
like the corn farmers in the Philippines, wheat farmers in the US sell their crops to Cargill. Cargill
has a monopoly position and can force farmers to sell their crops below the farmers’ cost of
production. The only way that the US farmers can survive is with big subsidies from the US
government. The average farmer in the US gets $16,000 every year from the government.
Farmers in the Philippines must make do without these subsidies.
Who benefits from this situation? The farmers in the Philippines and the US barely make enough
money from the sale of their crops to survive. In fact, many do not make enough and are forced
off their lands. Cargill, on the other hand, is a big winner. The low prices of the crops keep its
costs down. The low prices also open international markets. For example, bread becomes
affordable in the Philippines because wheat farmers are paid so poorly. For every dollar spent on
bread, only 2 cents is paid to the farmer. The situation is even worse for corn farmers in the
Philippines.
Last year, as farmers all over the world were losing their farms in record numbers, Cargill made
nearly $600 million dollars in profit.

It is ironic that in this age of modern technology, when production is fast and big enough
to easily provide for our needs, that so many people still go hungry. An even bigger irony
is that many of these people include the food producers themselves—peasants, farmers,
fisherfolk, and indigenous people.
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International Trade
International trade is nothing new; it has existed for centuries. Today, international trade is defined by two major developments
1) GATT and the WTO
GATT is the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. It is an international agreement signed by
most countries. It makes trade more important than health or safety. It allows products from other
countries to come into your country without or with reduced import taxes. It also call on
governments to focus on production for export. The WTO (World Trade Organisation) is a new
super-organisation created to make sure countries follow the GATT. Unlike international trade
agreements of the past, the WTO can authorise economic sanctions to punish countries if they
do not abide by its rules and regulations.
GATT and other agreements under the WTO give companies more rights than people or even
countries.
2) Transportation and Communications
Modern technology enables capital and money to travel around the world faster than they ever
have before.
These two development have produced what is called “globalisation”
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TNCs: The Big Winners of Globalisation
The main difference between globalisation and international trade of the past is the enormous
size and power of TNCs. Of the 47 richest economies in the world, 47 are TNCs, not countries.
TNCs benefit from globalisation because it
1) opens foreign markets for their surplus goods and capital
2) it increases access to cheap labour and natural resources.
In the current “global” economy, countries compete against each other for foreign investment
from TNCs. Some local elite benefit, but the result is atrocious working conditions, exploitation
of natural resources, and increased poverty and violence.
Globalisation has made the rich much richer and the poor much poorer. It attacks local culture,
food security and human rights. It weakens communities. It has no regard for history and
indigenous culture. In the globalised world, people are simply units in a market; their only value
is their contribution to the profits of the TNCs.
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Globalisation and the Pesticides Industry
With globalisation, the Pesticide TNCs thrive:
· The removal of laws limiting foreign ownership has allowed pesticide companies to buy up
local pesticide companies, seed companies, and pesticide factories.
· The increased size and power of these TNCs gives them much more control over the market
and agricultural development in general.
· The focus on export-led agriculture encourages plantations, large-scale monocrop farms,
and contract farming, which use heavy amounts of pesticides.
· Small farmers, who use traditional methods and less pesticide, are driven off their lands or
forced into contract farming.
· Competition amoung countries for foreign investment and markets makes governments less
willing to impose health or environmental safety regulations on pesticides.

Action:
Construct a list of all the various impacts that globalisation has had on your community. Some impacts to look for might include an increased inflow of imported
grain, the removal of price controls on basic necessities, or the conversion of
agricultural land into industrial zones or tourism projects. There may also be less
direct impacts; for instance, the military presence in your area might increase in
order to facilitate the entry of foreign TNCs or you may have less access to affordable medical care.
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COMMUNITY-BASED MONITORING
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What is community-based pesticides monitoring?
Community-based pesticides monitoring assists people who see the need to understand the
dangers caused by pesticides and wish to work together to observe, record and analyse their
bad effects on the health of people, the community and the environment.
This Community Pesticide Action Kit (CPAK) on the Pesticides Industry is one of several CPAK
modules that PAN AP has developed for community-based monitoring. In this section and previous sections, we suggest actions your community can take and ways through which your
community can begin to monitor the activities of pesticide companies.
Your community monitoring should include all of the CPAK modules. The CPAK modules compliment each other. For example, the CPAK on health will focus on monitoring the health effects
of pesticides. Information collected on health concerns about a particular pesticide will strengthen
any efforts to resist the company producing that pesticide.

What Good will Pesticide Monitoring Information be to Us?
Most importantly – it will help you to understand the dangers you face from pesticides and the
pesticides industry.
If this information is collected and organised, it can be a valuable tool for your local organising
activities.
By assessing how the Pesticide Industry operates in and influences your community, we can
increase our understanding of how the local situation is connected to national and global developments.

Farmers in Thailand were aware that Monsanto was trying to field test its genetically engineered
cotton in Thailand. They began to monitor cotton fields that they suspected might be planting
genetically engineered cottonseeds. They took some samples from a farm and had the samples
tested at a local university. The tests proved that the cotton was Monsanto’s genetically engineered cotton. The farmers are now charging Monsanto for violating Thailand’s laws and for
putting Thailand’s environment at serious risk.
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Building Solidarity across Communities
You are not alone.
Groups of plantation workers, farm workers and farmers all throughout your country and the
entire Asia Pacific region are working together to gather information about pesticides and the
activities of pesticide companies.
This data is being gathered and organised for each country, as well as for the entire region.

If we gather all this information, what can we do with it?
First of all – analyse the information with your own group. Then, send your information to the
organisations listed at the back. They are gathering similar information from groups throughout
the country and are working together with similar groups in other countries of Asia.
If you choose to share data with these groups, that will not be the end of it. They will make sure
your group is kept up to date on findings, actions, and any other activities.
Your group will become part of an international team!
Recently, local organisations in Bangladesh uncovered a partnership between Monsanto and
the Grameen Bank—a large micro-credit institution based in Bangladesh. The Grameen Bank
gives small loans to low-income, rural people in Bangladesh. The partnership with Monsanto
would have tied loans to the use of Monsanto pesticides and seeds. Farmers’ organisations in
Bangladesh spoke out against the partnership and told their friends in other countries what was
happening. The partnership became an international scandal and Grameen was forced to back
down, saving many small farmers in Bangladesh from dependency on Monsanto.
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MONITORING THE PESTICIDES INDUSTRY
What is the FAO Code?
In 1985, after a long process and considerable resistance from the pesticides industry, the UN
FAO (Food and Agriculture Organisation) adopted the International Code of Conduct on the
Distribution and Use of Pesticides. This document is also known as the Pesticides Code, the
FAO Code, or simply, the Code.
Despite some limitations the Code can be a useful instrument for monitoring the Pesticide Industry:
- It establishes a basic minimum level of accountability and responsibility for the pesticides
industry; and
-Since pesticide corporations have ratified the Code, it provides a baseline of performance against
which to monitor the behaviour of industry.
According to the FAO Code, the Pesticides Industry should:
Ø co-operate fully in the observance of the Code and promote the principles and ethics it expresses, irrespective of a government’s ability to observe its provisions
Ø halt sale, and recall products, when safe use does not seem possible
Ø make available less toxic formulations
Ø use safe containers that are not attractive for subsequent re-use
Ø ensure that persons involved in the sale of any pesticide are trained
Ø follow international standards for manufacturing and formulating, packaging and storage,
labelling and advertising
Ø ensure packaging and repackaging is carried out only in licensed premises
However, even if the Pesticides Industry adopted the Code, citizen’s monitoring has shown that
it cannot regulate itself. This is one reason why community-based pesticides monitoring is
important.
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What are the specific things we should monitor regarding the Pesticides
Industry?
1. Illegal and dangerous advertising
According to the FAO Code, the Pesticides Industry must ensure that:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

all statements they make are capable of being supported with technical evidence
restricted products are not publicly advertised, unless their specific uses are prominently
indicated
safety claims (e.g., “safe”, “non-toxic”, etc.) are not made, with or without phrases like “when
used as directed”
no guarantees (e.g., “more profits with...”) are made unless definite supporting evidence is
available
no pictures of potentially dangerous practices appear (e.g., spraying without proper protective clothing)
all advertisements draw attention to warning phrases and symbols on labels
all staff involved in sales promotion are adequately trained to give complete and accurate
information on the products

Monitoring by citizens and citizens’ groups has demonstrated time and again that the industry
does not always adhere to the Code in their advertising practices.

Action:
Start a collection of pesticide advertisements
- clippings from newspapers and magazines,
tape recordings of radio announcements, videos of television commercials, photographs
of billboards along main highways. Do these
advertisements conform to the Code?

Poster in shop of ICI distributor, Quetzaltenango,
Guatemela, 1992. Photo by Monica Moore
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2. Brand names
The Pesticides Industry uses a baffling proliferation of brand names. For each active ingredient
that forms the base of a pesticide, there are many, often dozens, of different brand names.
Sometimes, similar brand names actually contain very different chemicals that produce different
toxic effects.
This makes it very difficult for communities to regulate and monitor pesticides. It makes it difficult to research possible dangers. It also makes it a problem for doctors to be aware of the
proper treatment in cases of poisoning for all the different brands.

Action:
Prepare a list of pesticides commonly used in your community. Specify
each brand name and all the chemicals that the formulation contains.
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3. Pesticide Labels
The FAO Code has guidelines for pesticide labels.

Action:
Collect pesticide containers in your area. Use the following checklist to determine if the
labels on the pesticides used in your community violate the FAO Code and its accompanying guidelines.
1) Does the label show the World Health Organisation hazard classification of contents?
YES____ NO____
2) Are the instructions and warnings on the label clear and concise?
YES____ NO____
Comments:
3) Does the label include warnings and precautions? YES____

NO____

4) Does the label include warnings against reuse of containers?
YES____ NO____
5) Does the label include instructions for disposal? YES____
6) Does the label include batch numbers? YES____

NO____

7) Does the label include the date of formulation? YES____
8) Does the label include storage life? YES____

NO____

NO____

NO____

9) Is the label in the language of the user? YES____

NO____

10 ) Does the label specify the active ingredients and net weight or volume?
YES____ NO____
11) Does the label display the statement “Keep locked up and out of reach of children.”?
YES____ NO____
12) Does the label give directions for safe use? YES____

NO____

13) Does the label include warnings intended to prevent incorrect or inappropriate usage?
YES____ NO___
14) Does the label provide complete medical warnings, poisoning symptoms and first aid instructions?
YES____ NO____
15) Does the label include appropriate recommended uses?
YES____ NO____
16) Does the label specify the interval before harvesting, slaughter of treated animals, or entering area of
pesticide application?
YES____ NO____
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BEYOND THE CODE
The FAO Code is a useful guideline for monitoring activities, but it does not go far enough. In
order to strengthen the movement against pesticides, there are other concerns that must be
monitored. The following is a list of industry activities that you are encouraged to monitor.

•

Who distributes or sells pesticides in your community? Document the pesticide companies,
government agencies, organisations, food companies and others that have encouraged the
use of pesticides in your community.

•

Who sells commercial seeds in your area? Document the name of seed companies, government agencies, research institutions, food companies and any others that sell or distribute
seeds in your area.

•

How have the products of the Pesticides Industry been promoted in your community? Document any events, workshops, or training programs that have promoted the use of pesticides
or hybrid seeds. What promises were made about the products? Were products given away
for free? Who sponsored these events? Who was involved in these events? Were these
events mainly targeted at men or did they include women?

•

Who collaborates with the pesticide industry in your community? Document any NGOs,
government departments, banks, government officials, food companies or others that collaborate with the pesticide industry. Collaboration can range from promoting the products of
the pesticides industry to working together on a farmer training program.

NOTE: To document means to make a record. It is important to include the name of the person
creating the record, the time and place where the event happened or was seen, as well as
the time the record was made. This helps make the record less open to questioning.
The Pesticides Industry is more interested in profits than in people and the environment.
The Pesticides Industry will not regulate itself. Concerned people have to do it!
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Your group should meet regularly - maybe once a month - to discuss what your research
is showing you.
Then, contact the organisations at the back of this module to work out an agreement on
how you can best share your information with others and join the Asian campaign!

Get your group involved in pesticides monitoring!

JOIN THE ASIAN CAMPAIGN!
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SOME BUSINESS DEFINITIONS
1) Public and Private Companies
Companies are either private or public.
Public companies are owned by shareholders and are run by a Board of Directors.
Private companies are not owned by shareholders. They are usually owned by a family or a
single investor.
2) Shares and Shareholders
Shareholders own shares in a public company. Shares are also called stocks.
Shares are bought and sold by shareholders on the stock market.
A shareholder wants the price of the shares to rise. Why?
George is a shareholder in Novartis. He purchased 100 shares in the company for $4,500. That
means he paid $45 for a share. If the price of a share in Novartis rises to $50, George can sell
each share for $5 more than he paid for it. He will make $500.
How do the prices of shares rise and fall?
The price of a share reflects what investors in the stock market will pay for it. There is no fixed
price. Profits made by a company are distributed to its shareholders every year. If the stock
market investors believe that the company will make big profits in the future, then they want to
buy shares and the price of the shares will rise. If the investors believe that the company will
make a lower profit or lose money, then the price of the shares will fall, as fewer people are
willing to buy them.
3) Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Public companies are run by a Board of Directors.
The person on the Board of Directors with the greatest responsibility is the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO). The CEO is referred to as the boss.
The main task of the CEO is to increase company profits and the stock market price of the
company’s shares. The CEO must satisfy the owners—the shareholders.
4) Controlling Interest
Every year the shareholders meet to vote on key company decisions. One share equals one
vote. Therefore, a shareholder that owns many shares will have more votes and more power.
When one shareholder owns enough shares to control every decision, it is said that this shareholder has a controlling interest. If a shareholder owns more than 50% of the company’s
shares, then the shareholder cannot be outvoted by other shareholders. In this case, the shareholder effectively owns the company.
The Big Pesticide TNCs are public companies. Shares in these companies are bought and sold
on the stockmarket. It may seem strange, but the Big Pesticide TNCs are also shareholders.
They own shares in other companies. For instance, Monsanto (USA) owns 39% of Monsanto
India. Other investors own the remaining 61%.
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5) Pesticide TNCs conduct their activities in various ways outside of their home countries. The following is a list of different businesses that a Pesticide TNC may operate in
your area.
A. Smaller private companies, or affiliates, that are completely owned by the TNC. These companies do not offer shares of their company or stocks to investors. All of their expenses and
income are charged to the Big TNC, which is called the parent company. We can consider these
companies 100% foreign because they operate under the direct supervision of their parent companies and report directly to their home countries. The companies usually carry the parent
company’s name. Some examples are:
Branch Offices:
Branch offices carry out the business activities of the parent TNC in a particular country
outside of the home country. These companies sell and promote the TNCs products within
the country.
Representative Offices:
Representative offices conduct business for the TNC in a country but do not directly sell or
purchase products. These offices only give information to the TNC about the country’s
markets and promote the products of the TNC within the country.
B. Company affiliates that are public companies but that are entirely or partially owned by a
TNC. These companies are owned by shareholders but the TNC owns a large percentage of the
shares. The company often has a different name than the TNC and usually has its own list of
products. Some examples are:
Subsidiary:
The TNC owns and controls subsidiaries because they own a majority (more than half) of the
company’s shares. Some countries have restrictions that prevent foreign TNCs from owning
more than half the shares of a local company, but in most instances, these regulations are
quickly disappearing. For example, Zeneca owns 51% of CCMB Agrochemicals - a Malaysian
company. Bayer Philippines is wholly-owned foreign subsidiary of Bayer (Germany). Bayer
owns 100% of the shares in Bayer Philippines.
Joint Venture:
A joint venture is a company with two or more owners that has been formed through an
official agreement between these owners. The profits are divided among each partner according to the size of each share in the venture.
In October 1998, Monsanto’s seed company, DeKalb Genetics entered into an agreement
with Ayala Agriculture Development Corporation (AADC) of the Philippines to form two joint
ventures. These joint ventures will produce, market and develop DeKalb hybrid corn for the
Philippines and the companies plan to use the joint ventures to introduce DeKalb hybrids that
are genetically engineered to be tolerant to Monsanto’s herbicide.
In 1999, Zeneca formed a joint venture in Jiangsu, China with Nantong Pesticide, Jiangsu
Agrochemical, and Nantong Petrochemical. The factory can manufacture 6,000 tonnes per
year of Zeneca’s herbicide paraquat. Zeneca owns 80% of the joint venture.
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C. There are many other ways that the big Pesticide TNCs operate in local markets. Here are
three examples:

License Agreement:
A license agreement is a contract made by a TNC with a local company for the use of a brand
name, trademark, patent or copyright of a product for a specific amount of time. Allied Agro
Industries represents DuPont’s seed company, Pioneer Hi-Bred, in Bangladesh. The company also conducts field trials of Pioneer Hi-Bred seed.

Distributor:
Distributors are local companies that have contracts with a TNC to distribute and sell the
products of the TNC in the local market. Sometimes even government departments, aid
agencies, and non-governmental organisations can become distributors! Rallis, an Indian
pesticide company, has an agreement with Monsanto to distribute Monsanto’s herbicides.

Subcontracting:
Sometimes Big TNCs will assemble part of a product in a country where labour is cheap or
regulations are weak. The subcontractors take orders from the TNC to assemble or process
the raw materials that the TNC ships to them. The finished product is then sent back to the
TNC and the TNC markets and sells it.
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